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Adaptive Optics Scanning Laser
Ophthalmoscope-Based Microperimetry
William S. Tuten*, Pavan Tiruveedhula†, and Austin Roorda‡

ABSTRACT
Purpose. To develop and test the application of an adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO) with eye
tracking for high-resolution microperimetric testing.
Methods. An AOSLO was used to conduct simultaneous high-resolution retinal imaging and visual function testing in six
normal subjects. Visual sensitivity was measured at test locations between the fovea and 5.0° eccentricity via an
increment threshold approach using a 40-trial, yes-no adaptive Bayesian staircase procedure (QUEST). A high-speed eye
tracking algorithm enabled real-time video stabilization and the delivery of diffraction-limited Goldmann I-sized stimuli
(diameter ⫽ 6.5 arc min ⫽ ⬃32 m;  ⫽ 680 nm) to targeted retinal loci for 200 ms. Test locations were selected either
manually by the examiner or automatically using Fourier-based image registration. Cone spacing was assessed at each
test location and sensitivity was plotted against retinal eccentricity. Finally, a 4.2 arc min stimulus was used to probe the
angioscotoma associated with a blood vessel located at 2.5° eccentricity.
Results. Visual sensitivity decreases with eccentricity at a rate of ⫺1.32 dB/deg (R2 ⫽ 0.60). The vertical and horizontal
errors of the targeted stimulus delivery algorithm averaged 0.81 and 0.89 arc min (⬃4 m), respectively. Based on a
predetermined exclusion criterion, the stimulus was successfully delivered to its targeted location in 90.1% of all trials.
Automated recovery of test locations afforded the repeat testing of the same set of cones over a period of 3 months.
Thresholds measured over a parafoveal blood vessel were 1.96 times higher (p ⬍ 0.05; one-tailed t-test) than those
measured in directly adjacent retina.
Conclusions. AOSLO-based microperimetry has the potential to test visual sensitivity with fine retinotopic precision.
Automated recovery of previously tested locations allows these measures to be tracked longitudinally. This approach can
be implemented by researchers interested in establishing the functional correlates of photoreceptor mosaic structure in
patients with retinal disease.
(Optom Vis Sci 2012;89:563–574)
Key Words: adaptive optics, microperimetry, scanning laser ophthalmoscopy

T

he introduction of adaptive optics (AO) into ophthalmic
imaging systems by Liang et al.1 in 1997 ushered in a new
frontier in retinal imaging. By measuring and compensating
for the high-order monochromatic aberrations of the eye, it became possible to collect images of the living retina in which individual photoreceptor cells could be reliably resolved. While the
earliest forays into AO-based imaging primarily dealt with describing the normal cone photoreceptor mosaic,1–3 one immediately
obvious application of high-resolution retinal imaging is in its
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potential to observe and characterize the structural changes associated with retinal disease on the cellular scale.
The adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscope (AOSLO) is
one such AO-based imaging modality,4 and it has been used
extensively to characterize the cone photoreceptor mosaic in
both normal subjects and patients with retinal disease.5–10 Over
the past 10 years, AOSLO imaging systems have continued to
evolve. Increasingly finer structures, including rod photoreceptors
and foveal cones, are now resolvable.11–13 A recent investigation in
a group of patients with retinitis pigmentosa demonstrated that
cone mosaic structure can be followed longitudinally in a patient population, suggesting that AOSLO imaging may be an
especially sensitive outcome measure for clinical trials evaluating treatments aimed to slow down the progression of retinal
disease.8
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While AOSLO can be used to track high-resolution structure in
the retina over time, the functional consequences of subtle changes
in the photoreceptor mosaic are difficult to elucidate. In patients
with retinal disease, AOSLO images often contain patches where
photoreceptor structure is ambiguous, owing to an increased presence of factors that compromise imaging, such as media opacities,
retinal edema, and weakly reflecting cones. To ensure that highfidelity metrics of photoreceptor distribution (i.e., cone spacing
and cone density) can be obtained in this population, it becomes
necessary to select regions of interest (ROIs) within AOSLO images where unambiguous arrays of cones can be identified and
tracked longitudinally. Often, these ROIs span relatively small
patches of retina; for example, ROI width ranged between 0.2° and
0.6° in Ref. 8.
If AOSLO imaging is to emerge as an objective marker of disease
progression, the notion that a visible cone is a functional cone must
be tested. To best accomplish this, the functional status of the
cones located within these small ROIs needs to be established with
confidence. In addition to describing the function of cones that
can be easily resolved, tools capable of such high-precision visual
function testing would also deepen our understanding of the regions in AOSLO images where photoreceptor mosaic structure is
ambiguous or compromised.
Unfortunately, correlating structural findings from AOSLO imaging with results from conventional perimetric devices is prone to
imprecision. These traditional instruments offer a limited array of
test patterns and are unable to monitor and correct for small fixational eye movements, leaving the examiner to infer which regions
of the retina were stimulated during a given visual field test and
unable to target specific ROIs for functional assessment.
Fundus-related perimetry, often referred to as microperimetry,
obviates this need for inference by conducting simultaneous retinal
imaging and visual function testing, allowing more precise
structure-function correlations to be established in patients with
retinal disease.14 –17 While custom-built and commercially available microperimeters may feature some form of eye tracking,
which allows the delivery of stimuli to targeted locations,18,19 their
ability to target and test visual function in regions as small as the
ROIs delineated in AOSLO images is less than ideal. For instance,
in a commercially available microperimeter (MP1, Nidek Technologies, Padua, Italy), a mean eye tracking accuracy of 4.9 arc min
has been reported,20 and the image registration between the infrared (IR) tracking image and color fundus photograph on which
results are plotted is subject to errors as large as 2°.21,22 Given that
the smallest stimulus presented by the MP1 is Goldmann I-sized
(6.5 arc min diameter), this system may lack the precision to probe
visual function over time within a retinal region as small as 12 ⫻ 12
arc min.
To put the high-resolution structural data obtained with
AOSLO imaging into a more meaningful context, tools capable
of testing visual function on a commensurate scale are needed.
One solution to this problem is to add microperimetry capabilities to the AOSLO system. In this study, we describe a method
to quickly and efficiently conduct measures of visual sensitivity
using diffraction-limited stimuli delivered to targeted retinal
regions with single cone precision.23,24 Although many of the
features that distinguish AOSLO-based microperimetry from
other perimetric devices have already been applied to the study

of primate electrophysiology,25 here we present a more efficient
and robust system that can be used in humans—in both normal
subjects and patients with retinal disease—to image and test a
region of cones simultaneously, with the capacity to follow
these measures longitudinally. Ultimately, this method has the
potential to define structure-function relationships in the human retina on the cellular scale, and it may allow the functional
consequences of photoreceptor loss— both diffuse and focal—to be
established with increased confidence.

METHODS
Participants
Six normal subjects were recruited from the student and faculty
population of the University of California, Berkeley. Before enrollment, informed consent was obtained after the study protocol and
its potential risks and complications were presented to the subject
in verbal and written form. The study design and informed consent
documents were approved by the University of California Institutional Review Board, and the research was conducted in
accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. The
participants were five males and one female, with an average age
of 32.5 years (SD ⫽ 7.3; range ⫽ 25 to 44).

Measuring Visual Sensitivity Across Eccentricity
Simultaneous high-resolution retinal imaging and visual function testing were conducted using an AOSLO. The specifics of
imaging and conducting psychophysical experiments with AOSLO
have been described elsewhere.4,12,26 –28 For the purposes of this report, the general nature of the psychophysical task and the data analysis associated with measuring visual sensitivity using AOSLO will be
described first, and the details of AOSLO imaging, stimulus generation and delivery, test location selection, and light source calibration
will be discussed in the ensuing sections.
An increment threshold approach was used to measure visual
sensitivity at various retinal eccentricities between 0° and 5° along
the temporal horizontal meridian of one eye. For each eccentricity,
thresholds were measured a total of eight times over the course of
two testing sessions. The retinal loci targeted for sensitivity testing
were either chosen manually by the observer (subjects 1 to 5) or
using software designed to automatically recover previously tested
locations (subject 6). The background for testing was produced by
a 2.1° ⫻ 2.1° raster scan of the 840 nm imaging superluminescent
diode (SLD; Superlum, Carrigtwohill, Ireland), and the test stimulus was generated by a 680 nm SLD (Superlum) controlled by an
acousto-optic modulator (AOM; Brimrose Corporation, Baltimore, MD) operating at up to 50 MHz.29 The retinal illuminance
of the background was 1.97 log Trolands. The power of the stimulus light source is adjustable, and for the data presented in this
study its maximum power was set to 26 nW, corresponding to a
maximum retinal illuminance of 3.45 log Trolands for the Goldmann I-sized stimulus (diameter ⫽ 6.5 arc min; ⬃32 m on the
retina) used in this study. The AOSLO-based microperimetry protocol was implemented via a custom software interface used for
programming psychophysical experiments in our laboratory
(Matlab, Mathworks, Natick, MA). All data presented in this re-
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port were collected using a self-paced 40-trial QUEST staircase
with a yes-no response paradigm.30
To measure sensitivity, dynamic AO imaging was initiated (for
details, see next section), allowing retinal videos to be stabilized
against a reference frame in real-time and the region targeted for
stimulus delivery to be selected. A high-speed image-based eye
tracking algorithm was used to track the retinal locus targeted for
testing and generate a prediction on when to deliver the perimetric
stimulus.23,24 Each individual trial of the psychophysical staircase
was initiated by the subject with a button push, triggering the
recording of a 1 s imaging video during which the perimetric
stimulus was delivered to the targeted retinal location noncontinuously over a period of 200 ms. Poor image quality and
fixational eye movements greater than ⬃50% of the raster size can
both cause the image-based eye tracking algorithm to fail. When
this was the case, stimulus delivery would not be initiated. To help
differentiate between true negatives and trials during which stimulus delivery was not triggered, an auditory cue was provided for
the subject whenever the voltage signal was sent to the AOM to
deliver the stimulus. Individual trials during which stimulus delivery failed were immediately repeated. After stimulus presentation,
the subject indicated their response via keyboard press and then
initiated the next trial. Each response and its associated experimental parameters were saved to a text file for subsequent analysis.
Once all measures of visual sensitivity were collected, experiment videos were processed offline to generate retinal images with
high signal-to-noise ratios. Because pixel position and time are
coupled in raster-based imaging, a white digital cross corresponding to the center of the stimulus can be digitally written onto the
video frame at the pixel location corresponding to when the AOM
was triggered to deliver the stimulus, resulting in an unambiguous
record of where the stimulus was delivered on the retina (see Video,
Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/OPX/A84,
which demonstrates targeted stimulus delivery in AOSLObased microperimetry). Stimulus delivery location was determined for each trial by locating the digital marker, allowing the
removal of trials where delivery was spatially errant or failed
entirely. Individual trials with a delivery error ⬎4 pixels (⬃1.0
arc min) were excluded from analyses; when necessary, thresholds were recomputed using only trials where the stimulus fell
within the inclusion window.
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Next, the test location for each sensitivity measure was plotted
onto an AOSLO image montage, and the distance to the subject’s
preferred retinal locus of fixation was calculated. An example of the
test locations for AOSLO-based microperimetry is shown in Fig. 1.
Measured visual thresholds (Tmeasured) were converted to sensitivities in decibels (SdB) using Eq. 1, where Tmax is the maximum
retinal illuminance produced by the stimulus light source and
Tmeasured is the retinal illuminance at threshold, both in Trolands:

SdB ⫽ 10 ⫻ log10共Tmax/Tmeasured兲

(1)

While expressing sensitivity in decibels is common in the perimetric literature, it should be cautioned that this scale simply
reflects the ratio of the threshold retinal illuminance to the maximum retinal illuminance the perimeter is capable of displaying.
Because these basic parameters differ from device to device, sensitivities in decibel values are not directly comparable across instruments. For these reasons, all data presented in this report include
both the decibel scale specific to AOSLO-based microperimetry
and the corresponding threshold value in log Trolands.
Visual sensitivities were plotted as a function of retinal eccentricity, and a linear regression was fit to the data using curve fitting
software (Matlab, Mathworks). Cone photoreceptors were identified in the AOSLO images using a combination of manual and
automated cone counting software, allowing metrics of photoreceptor distribution to be calculated.31 Cone spacing data were used
to estimate the number of cones sampling the perimetric stimulus.
To ensure high-fidelity cone spacing data, only test locations beyond 2° retinal eccentricity were included in this analysis. Visual
sensitivity was plotted as a function of the number of cones sampling the stimulus and a linear regression was fit to the data.

High-Resolution Retinal Imaging with AOSLO
Twenty minutes before AOSLO imaging, one drop of 1% tropicamide and one drop of 2.5% phenylephrine are instilled to
achieve mydriasis and cycloplegia. Once the pupil is sufficiently
dilated, the subject is situated in a chin rest mounted on an X-Y-Z
stage and the pupil is aligned with the imaging beam. Head stabilization is aided using padded temple mounts and subject fixation
is guided using a laser-illuminated spot on a screen external to the

FIGURE 1.
Microperimetric testing locations for subject 3 plotted on an AOSLO-generated retinal image montage. Manually selected test locations for AOSLObased microperimetry are denoted by the white circles, the size of which represents the size of the perimetric stimulus on the retina (Goldmann I ⫽
6.5 arc min ⫽ ⬃32 m). The subject’s preferred retinal locus of fixation is marked by the black cross.
Optometry and Vision Science, Vol. 89, No. 5, May 2012
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system. All wavefront sensing and correction are done over a 6 mm
pupil.
To generate an image using an AOSLO, a focused spot from an
840 nm broadband superluminescent diode, or SLD, is scanned
across the retina in a raster pattern using an analog-driven resonant
scanner (Electro-Optics Products Corporation, Flushing Meadows, NY) in combination with a galvometric scanner (Cambridge
Technology, Lexington, MA). A calibration grid placed at the
retinal plane of a model eye is used to set the imaging field size and
to compensate for the image distortions caused by the sinusoidal
resonant scanner. In this study, raster scanning amplitudes were set
so that each AOSLO image corresponded to approximately 2.1° ⫻
2.1° (⬃630 ⫻ 630 m) of retina. The light emerging from the eye
is descanned by the scanning elements as it returns along the path
of the beam, and the ocular monochromatic aberrations encoded
therein are monitored with a custom-built Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor and corrected dynamically with a 140 actuator, 5.5
m stroke MEMS deformable mirror (Boston Micromachines,
Cambridge, MA). Because the aberrometry beacon is scanned
across the imaging field and the wavefront sensor samples at a
maximum rate of 24 Hz, the measured wavefront represents a
spatio-temporal average of the error for that patch of retina.
A photomultiplier tube (PMT; Hamamatsu, Japan) records
the intensity of the reflected light, and pixel location is assigned
using positional information from the scanning mirrors, allowing high-resolution retinal videos to be reconstructed over time
by a frame grabber at a rate of 30 frames/s. Each frame comprises 512 ⫻ 512 pixels, which are digitized at rate of 20 MHz
(pixel clock: 50 ns). Thus, for a 0.60° raster size, a single pixel
corresponds to 4.21 arc sec (0.35 m); for a 2.1° raster, a single
pixel subtends 14.8 arc sec (1.23 m; on the order of a foveal
cone diameter32) of visual angle.

Light Source Calibration and Stimulus Delivery
The test stimulus is generated using a 680 nm SLD which is
introduced into the light delivery arm of the AOSLO and is aligned
to travel coincident to the imaging beam along the main optical
path of the system. Because an IR light source is used for wavefront
sensing and correction, the vergence of the stimulus light source as
it enters the system must be adjusted to compensate for the roughly
0.5 D of longitudinal chromatic aberration (LCA).13,33 The fidelity of LCA correction is confirmed by imaging the photoreceptor
layer simultaneously with 680 and 840 nm light; when LCA is
properly corrected, the photoreceptor mosaic is in sharp focus in
both images.
The intensity of the stimulus light source is controlled by an
analog-driven high-speed AOM, allowing custom stimulus patterns to be presented to the retina. The AOM works by diffracting
the incoming light into multiple orders. Light scattered into the
first-order diffraction mode is coupled into the AOSLO system.
The magnitude of the diffracted power, and hence the luminance
of the stimulus in the AOSLO, depends on the voltage used to
drive the AOM. The voltage-response curve of the AOM used to
control the stimulus luminance is non-linear. To generate a
look-up table, a linear set of voltages from a 14-bit digital-toanalog converter is used to drive the AOM, and the radiant flux at
the pupil plane is measured using an optical power meter (Newport

Corporation, Irvine, CA) at each step. While the digital-to-analog
converter putatively offers 14-bit (⫽16,384 levels) modulation,
the linearization process restricts this operational range; for this
study, the stimulus intensity was modulated over a range of 1000
linearized steps (equivalent to a 30 dB range of modulation).
There are two important consequences to using an AOM to
control our perimetric stimulus. The first is that some light will
always scatter into the first-order direction, even when no voltage is
sent to the AOM. The resulting leak must be measured to determine its contribution to the apparent luminance of the raster.
When the stimulus light source was set to a maximum power of 26
nW, the AOM leak was on the order 0.2 nW (⫽1.29 log Trolands
calculated for a field size of 4.41 deg2); however, as the power
incident on the AOM is increased, the amount of light leaking
through the AOM also increases, resulting in different background
intensities at different power settings. Second, because the stimulus
is generated pixel-by-pixel by the scanned laser, the actual amount
of time the retina is exposed to the stimulus beam is a fraction of
the nominal stimulus duration. The true stimulus duration is the
sum of the number of pixels comprising the stimulus multiplied by
the product of the number of frames over which the stimulus is
presented and the time attributed to each pixel. Although the
subject perceives the stimulus as continuous, this fact must be
considered when calculating retinal illuminance.

Automated Retrieval of Previously Tested Locations
Due to normal fixational drift and the subtle intersession variations in raster scanning geometry that result from manually setting
the field size, optimal real-time image stabilization is best achieved
using a reference frame selected immediately before capturing a
video. Therefore, each psychophysical procedure (i.e., a 40-trial
staircase) is associated with a unique reference frame, and the x and
y coordinates marking the retinal target in one reference frame will
not necessarily correspond to the same retinal location in subsequent reference frames. Although stimulus delivery to a targeted
retinal location during a given psychophysical procedure can
achieve single cone precision, it is difficult when manually selecting
test locations to consistently target the same patch of cones for
repeat testing, especially near the fovea where there are fewer retinal landmarks (see Fig. 1).
To mitigate this problem, custom software was incorporated
into the current imaging interface24 to enable the automated retrieval of previously tested locations. When a given ROI is tested
for the first time, the x and y coordinates of the location selected for
targeted delivery are saved. At subsequent sessions, the original test
location can be recalled by using a fast image registration algorithm34 to calculate the shift between the original reference frame
and the current reference frame. Applying this shift to the saved x
and y coordinates of the original reference frame allows the original
retinal test location to be identified and targeted in the x and y
coordinates of the current reference frame. A schematic of this
registration process is shown in Fig. 2.

Probing Angioscotomas
Finally, to further test the level of stimulus control offered by
AOSLO-based microperimetry, the methods described in the pre-
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FIGURE 2.
Schematic illustrating automated retrieval of retinal loci previously tested with AOSLO-based microperimetry. (A) The reference frame for real-time
video stabilization from a previous testing session with the retinal location (xo, yo) targeted for sensitivity testing indicated by the white “x.” (B) The
reference frame from a subsequent testing session. The reference frame in (B) is registered to the frame in (A), and the shift (⌬x, ⌬y) between the two
images is applied to the target x and y coordinates of the original frame (black “x”) to retrieve the previously tested retinal location (white “x”)
automatically.

ceding sections were used to measure visual thresholds in one subject on and around a parafoveal blood vessel (eccentricity ⫽ 2.5°)
using a 4.2 arc min stimulus. Because the retinal vasculature is
located anterior to the photoreceptor layer, the blood vessels cast a
shadow on the underlying retina, resulting in a corresponding
decrease in visual sensitivity known as angioscotoma.35 Three measures of visual threshold were collected at each of three locations,
including one directly over a blood vessel whose luminal diameter
was roughly equal to the stimulus size (⬃21 m). Measured sensitivities were averaged based on location and compared statistically using a two-tailed t-test. To test visual sensitivity over the
blood vessel, it was necessary to increase the maximum power of
the stimulus light source to 0.68 W, which produced a maximum
retinal illuminance of 4.85 log Trolands for a stimulus of this size.
Because increasing the stimulus light source intensity results in an
increased amount of light leaking through the AOM when it is
switched off, the background retinal illuminance increased by
roughly 50% for this power setting. Thus, the threshold values
plotted in Figs. 5C and 6A should not be compared directly.

a fraction of trials, even with good fixation. Across all test locations
and subjects, the vertical and horizontal stimulus delivery errors
averaged 0.81 and 0.89 arc min (⬃4 m), respectively. On average, delivery errors were isotropic (p ⫽ 0.14, two-tailed t-test). In
general, tracking performed best at test locations beyond 1° eccentricity, owing to retinal features becoming more easily resolved
with increasing eccentricity. Based on our predetermined exclusion criterion, the stimulus was delivered to its targeted location in
90.1% of all trials.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the automated recovery of previously tested
locations. Although the majority of the data presented in this study
were collected at retinal loci manually selected by the examiner, the
automated recovery allows AOSLO-based microperimetry testing
to be repeated at the same retinal location with good precision.
Stimulus location recovery appears robust to reference frame misalignments and can retrieve previously tested locations over a period of several months.

Measuring Visual Sensitivity with
AOSLO-Based Microperimetry

RESULTS
Stimulus Delivery and Automated Recovery of
Tested Locations
The performance of real-time eye tracking, which allows for
targeted stimulus delivery to selected retinal locations, is demonstrated in Fig. 3. When fixation was stable and photoreceptor
mosaic structure was well resolved in the images, high-speed eye
tracking and targeted stimulus delivery enabled the same patch of
cones to be stimulated on 100% of trials; by contrast, without
high-speed eye tracking, any given cone will be stimulated only on

Results from angioscotoma testing in subject 3 are shown in Fig.
5. Visual sensitivity for stimuli targeted at the retinal blood vessel is
significantly lower than those measured in directly adjacent retina
(Fig. 5C; p ⬍ 0.05, two-tailed t-test), indicating a relative angioscotoma. The relationship between visual sensitivity and retinal
eccentricity is plotted in Fig. 6A; visual sensitivity as a function of
the number of cones sampling the stimulus is shown in Fig. 6B.
Visual sensitivity to the Goldmann I-sized stimulus decreases as a
function of increasing eccentricity (Fig. 6A; slope ⫽ ⫺1.32 dB/
deg; R2 ⫽ 0.60; p ⬍ 0.001). Beyond 2°, there is a significant
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FIGURE 3.
Stimulus delivery contour plots for AOSLO-based microperimetry. Contour lines delineate the proportion of trials that a given pixel was stimulated
during a psychophysical task (n ⫽ 60 trials). Stimulus delivery plots are shown for conditions with (left) and without (right) eye tracking at two
eccentricities (top: 0.5°; bottom: 1.5°).

correlation between visual sensitivity and the number of cones
sampling the perimetric stimulus, as estimated from cone spacing
measures (Fig. 6B; slope ⫽ 0.19; R2 ⫽ 0.41, p ⬍ 0.001).

DISCUSSION
Controlling the Perimetric Stimulus
The results of this study demonstrate that high precision visual
function testing can be achieved with AOSLO-based microperimetry. With dynamic AO correction in place, stimuli that are at or
near the diffraction limit can be presented to the subject’s retina,
leaving the examiner more confident about the pattern of light that
is being sampled by the photoreceptors, as is shown in Fig. 7.
Although monitoring and correcting high-order aberrations is not
an infallible process, an advantage of conducting simultaneous
retinal imaging and visual function testing— compared with a
non-imaging AO psychophysics system—is that the sharpness of
the perimetric stimulus in the imaging plane is directly tied to
image quality, minimizing the need to rely on other metrics,
such as root mean square deviation or Strehl ratio, as an indicator of stimulus fidelity. However, it bears mentioning that
any stimulus—AO-corrected or not—is subject to scatter as it
travels through the retina, and in confocal imaging systems, the
degree of scatter in layers not conjugate with the imaging pinhole is not conveyed in the collected image.

Herein, we report values for cone-targeted stimulus delivery
errors that are roughly three times higher than those previously
reported using the same high-speed eye tracking algorithm.23 The
precision of image-based eye tracking and targeted stimulus delivery is primarily contingent on image quality and fixation stability.
In both cases, the imaging field size plays a critical role. With
regard to image quality, the use of an imaging field larger than the
isoplanatic patch of the human eye—about 1°36—may result in
images of suboptimal quality secondary to variations in the monochromatic aberrations as the wavefront sensor beacon is scanned
across the retina. In addition, decreased spatial sampling is inherent to larger raster dimensions if the pixel clock remains fixed,
further reducing image resolution. On the other hand, a larger
imaging window allows more room for fixational instability, as any
eye movement larger than ⬃50% of the imaging field can cause the
ROI targeted for testing to move out of the imaging window,
rendering the stimulus undeliverable. Thus, in patients with retinal
disease whose fixation may be less stable than normal, the desire for
obtaining the highest quality images may need to be balanced
against the efficiency with which the AOSLO-based microperimetry system can deliver stimuli to targeted locations.
With this in mind, a 2.1° field size was chosen so that these
results might be compared against future testing in patients with
retinal disease. While the test conditions described in this report
are not optimal for targeted stimulus delivery, a delivery error of
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FIGURE 4.
Automated stimulus location recovery in subject 3. Left: Highlighted regions corresponding to individual reference frames used to collect stabilized
retinal videos at ⬃2.5° retinal eccentricity. The original reference frame is outlined in green and the targeted retinal location for stimulus delivery is
marked by the green “x.” To retrieve the original test location, subsequent reference frames (red, yellow, blue) are registered against the original, and
the shift is used to define the targeted retinal locus in the x-y coordinates of the new reference frame. The subject’s preferred retinal locus of fixation
is represented by the red cross. Right: The Goldmann I-sized white circles are plotted at the average stimulus delivery location for a 40-trial
psychophysical task performed at baseline, baseline ⫹ 2 d, and baseline ⫹ 3 mo.

0.89 arc min is still less than the cone-to-cone spacing at all eccentricities beyond 1°32 and is ⬃5.5⫻ better than the tracking errors
reported in the MP1.20 In the end, the exclusion criterion for
errant stimulus delivery can be relaxed or tightened during postprocessing, depending on the desired spatial resolution of the sensitivity measures.
Although the reflectance of single cones in the photoreceptor
mosaic fluctuates over periods of minutes, and these fluctuations
are independent between adjacent cones,37 the Fourier-based stimulus location recovery software works over a period of at least 3
months in normal subjects. While the majority of the data presented in this report were collected before it was implemented, this
software will enable measures of visual sensitivity at a specific retinal location to be repeated with confidence, allowing the function
of a given patch of cones to be followed longitudinally. It is likely
that this image registration algorithm is driven primarily by alignment of the cone mosaic. If true, this will serve to limit the precision of the registration in cases where there are disease-induced
changes to the cone mosaic. Nevertheless, coarser features such as
vasculature may continue to drive the registration, albeit with
lower accuracy.
Finally, it is worth noting here one limitation inherent to any
multiwavelength psychophysical apparatus: transverse chromatic
aberration (TCA). In our system, retinal images are captured using
840 nm light, and these images are used to track retinal motion and
generate a prediction on when to deliver a 680 nm stimulus. Although these beams are aligned to the best of our ability as they

travel along the optical path of the AOSLO and are corrected for
LCA so that they come to a focus in the same plane, chromatic
dispersion within the eye may cause the red stimulus to shift laterally relative to the infrared imaging light source. In the AOSLO, it
is possible to estimate TCA offline by comparing images collected
simultaneously using red and IR light; however, real-time methods
of TCA correction have yet to be developed. The largest TCA we
have observed using our system measures about 1.7 arc min when
the imaging beam is displaced eccentrically toward the pupil border, where the effect of TCA is most dramatic.38 Because highfidelity AOSLO imaging requires good beam centration, TCA
values under normal testing conditions are expected to be in the
order of 0.7 arc min or less.39

Establishing Structure-Function Relationships on
the Cellular Scale
AOSLO and other AO-based systems have been used to establish structure-function relationships in the normal human retina.40,41 Of the studies using AO imaging to obtain structural
measures in patients with retinal disorders, only one endeavored to
test visual function on a scale commensurate to the imaging.42
Using 0.75⬘ AO-corrected stimuli, Makous et al. were able to
confirm the presence of microscotomas in the retina of a patient
with a disrupted cone mosaic secondary to a middle-wavelengthsensitive cone mutation. Despite an estimated 30% loss of cone
photoreceptors, this patient with dichromacy had normal visual
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FIGURE 5.
Results from sensitivity testing on and around a parafoveal blood vessel. (A) Fundus photograph with box indicating the blood vessel targeted for
AOSLO-based microperimetry (eccentricity ⬃2.5°). (B) AOSLO image with perimetry test locations indicated. (C) Average sensitivity plotted as a
function of stimulus location. (Note: The size of the white circles marking test location represents the size of the test stimulus on the retina.)

acuity and visual field (Humphrey 10-2; stimulus size: Goldmann
III) results, suggesting that small spot perimetry may be necessary
to establish the functional implications of subtle changes in the
photoreceptor mosaic. Other studies also hint at the benefit of
using small, non-redundant stimuli—which AO-based systems are
ideally suited to generate—to more fully reveal the functional consequences of degenerate photoreceptor arrays.43,44
Although the AO microflash method of Makous et al. produced
convincing results, it is perhaps too inefficient to be suited for use
in the wider patient population. Using a flood-illuminated AO
system leaves the examiner unable to target specific regions in the
cone mosaic for functional testing. In patients with diffuse photoreceptor loss, this limitation can be overcome by clever experimental design and statistical inference, but measuring visual sensitivity

at focal retinal loci—such as a patch of cones at the edge of geographic atrophy in age-related macular degeneration or within a
small ROI in a patient with inherited retinal degeneration—with
confidence and efficiency would remain a challenge.
The angioscotoma data shown in Fig. 5C serve as a proof-ofconcept for using the methods outlined in this article to test focal
vision loss. That the blood vessels in the retina cast a shadow on the
underlying photoreceptors is not surprising: Purkinje first noted
the phenomenon nearly 200 years ago.45 However, under normal
conditions, these shadows are not perceived. It has been postulated
that the underlying photoreceptors simply increase their gain to
compensate for the decrease in light impinging on them.45 It is
known that the visual system can undergo rapid local adaptation—
entoptic images of the retinal vasculature induced by transscleral
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FIGURE 6.
Visual sensitivity as a function of retinal eccentricity and number of cones stimulated. (A) Sensitivity values are plotted in dB as a function of retinal
eccentricity, with the corresponding threshold in log Trolands plotted on the secondary y axis. (B) Sensitivity is plotted as a function of the number of
cones sampling the stimulus, which is estimated from measures of cone spacing.

FIGURE 7.
Retinal light distribution of common perimetric stimuli. These distributions, which represent the spread of light on the retina of four perimetric stimuli, were
generated by convolution of the stimulus with the point-spread function (PSF) of the diffraction-limited condition (top) and with that of two high-order
aberration-uncorrected subjects (middle; bottom). PSFs were calculated for 680 nm light over a 6 mm pupil. Contour lines indicate normalized light intensities
for each pixel. The innermost line (red) encircles the photoreceptors which will be stimulated by light at 99% of the intended intensity. Stimuli from left to right:
2.5 arc min circle; Goldman I; Goldmann II; Goldmann III. The retinal eccentricity is approximately 4°.
Optometry and Vision Science, Vol. 89, No. 5, May 2012
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illumination can fade in as little as 80 ms.46 This fading is considered analogous to that which occurs when images are stabilized on
the retina.47,48 More recently, it has been observed in some primates that these permanent shadows induce a form of “local amblyopia” on the scale of just a few cones, which is manifested in
primary visual cortex of enucleated squirrel monkeys.49 Although
the depth of the defect is contingent on pupil diameter, eye length,
and vessel caliber, these results imply that a different, more longterm mechanism may dictate the function of photoreceptors normally falling in the shadow of the blood vessels. Most perimetric
studies of angioscotoma are confined to probing function near the
large caliber arteries and veins that emerge from the optic disc.50,51
The data shown in Fig. 5 represent, we believe, the first report of a
quantifiable angioscotoma this close to the fovea. While the data in
Fig. 5 are preliminary findings, the methods outlined in this report
should enable a deeper investigation into how the visual system
responds to focal long-term visual deprivation.
To use AOSLO-based microperimetry to establish structurefunction relationships in the cone photoreceptor mosaic, it is important to ensure that our measures of visual sensitivity primarily
reflect cone function. Rod photoreceptors are effectively blind to
the 840 nm background, and they will not be bleached as a result
of exposure to it. Furthermore, the absolute spectral sensitivities of
the photopic and scotopic visual systems are roughly equivalent at
our stimulus wavelength (680 nm).52 This fact is borne out in the
results of Chapanis,53 who investigated the effect of stimulus wavelength on the dark adaptation curves of normal trichromats and
found no rod-cone break when testing with 680 nm light, suggesting
that rod contribution to visual sensitivity is equivalent to or less than
cone input at this wavelength. As such, it is reasonable to question
whether, and to what degree, the measures of visual sensitivity we
report may be influenced by input from rod photoreceptors.
The ⬃0.65 log unit increase in visual threshold from 0° to 5°
eccentricity shown in Fig. 6A is slightly steeper than the findings of
Stiles’ testing with a stimulus of similar wavelength and size.54 In
that study, an increase in increment threshold of roughly 0.6 log
units between 0° to 5° eccentricity was found in dark-adapted
subjects when testing with a 10 arc min, 700 nm stimulus. For the
measures reported here, the subjects were not dark-adapted, and
the AOM leak associated with the 680 nm test stimulus produced
an equivalent background luminance of 0.70 cd/m2, which falls
within the mesopic light range. Given that the density of rod
photoreceptors increases with eccentricity until about 18° from the
fovea,32 their relative contribution to the overall visual response to
680 nm light is expected to increase with eccentricity. Therefore,
one might interpret the steeper drop off in sensitivity in our
data as the result of a dampened rod response induced by the
mesopic test conditions. At any rate, introducing an external
monitor to display an adapting field of sufficient luminance—
100 scotopic Trolands55—to the subject through a dichroic
prism will be implemented for future studies, as it would ensure
testing in the photopic regime.
While the visual thresholds shown in Fig. 6A increase with
retinal eccentricity in the expected fashion, the data are noisy, and
the source of this noise is unclear. For any perimeter, it is essential
that variability—both within and between measurement sessions—be
assessed thoroughly so that the examiner knows what magnitude of
change in sensitivity may be deemed significant. One source of

variability in the sensitivity data reported here is common to all
perimeters: stimulus size. In standard automated perimetry, variability in measured thresholds increases as the perimetric stimulus
size decreases.56,57 Normal variability in standard automated perimetry using Goldmann-I stimuli is in the order of °3.5 dB
(⫽0.35 log units), which seems to agree qualitatively with the data
presented in 6A, although differences in the testing parameters—
including background luminance, test wavelength, and modulation range— of different perimetry devices precludes us from
making a direct comparison.
A second potential source of noise may complicate matters further: test wavelength. Normal human color vision is subserved by
three classes of photoreceptors: short-, medium-, and longwavelength sensitive cones (S, M, and L, respectively). The ratio of
L and M cones has been shown to vary widely in normal subjects
with putatively normal color vision, and random mosaics can give
rise to large patches of single cone types.2,3,58
For technical reasons, our AOSLO system uses 680 nm light for
stimulation. In primates, the absolute sensitivity of L cones to 680
nm light is 14 times greater than that of M cones and 106 times
greater than S cones.59 Because the majority of our data were
collected at manually selected test locations for each trial, some of
the noise seen in the data in Fig. 6A might be attributed to variations in the L-M ratio in the groups of cones recruited by our
Goldmann-I sized stimulus as the test location varied slightly between measurements at a given eccentricity. However, relative adaptation to the imaging laser may serve to mitigate this discrepancy
in L and M cone absolute sensitivities. For 840 nm light, L cones
are roughly an order of magnitude more sensitive than M cones60
and thus may exist in a relatively more adapted state during testing.
Ultimately, a blue-green adapting background—to which M cones
are more sensitive— of the appropriate intensity could be used to
counterbalance the relative adaptation induced by the imaging
raster. For our purposes, the contribution of S cones, which are
relatively rare and evenly distributed, can be ignored.61
Ultimately, any potentially negative effects of the discrepancy in
L and M cone spectral sensitivities may be largely eliminated by
choosing a test wavelength at which they are equally sensitive: 550
nm.62 Testing sensitivity with 550 nm light under conditions in
which the L and M cones are equally adapted may yield less noisy
measures of visual sensitivity, but it is not without consequence:
(1) because retinal imaging will continue to be conducted with IR
light, the effect of TCA will become more pronounced,13,38 and
real-time TCA compensation may have to be implemented to ensure the stimulus is delivered to its target; and (2) owing to the
increased sensitivity of rod photoreceptors at shorter wavelengths52
and the relative adaptation induced by the imaging raster, adapting
fields of the appropriate wavelength and luminance will have to be
employed.
Finally, the data shown in Fig. 6B highlight the type of analysis
possible with AOSLO-based microperimetry. It is clear from Fig.
6B that, under the current test conditions, visual sensitivity is not
simply a function of the number of cones sampling the stimulus. If
collecting measures of visual sensitivity with 550 nm light and the
appropriate adapting background prove less noisy, it may be possible to generate a predictive model of detection that incorporates
the number of cone photoreceptors engaged by the stimulus, along
with other factors such as photoreceptor aperture, outer segment
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length, and ganglion cell pooling.63 Such a model—which, unlike
previous efforts, would not rely entirely on normative optical and
anatomical data from the literature— could be useful in analyzing
patients with photoreceptor degenerations, allowing the examiner
to distinguish between patients whose remaining cones are dysfunctional and those whose remaining cones, although reduced in
number, are still functionally normal.

SUPPLEMENTAL DIGITAL CONTENT
Video that demonstrates targeted stimulus delivery in AOSLObased microperimetry is available online at http://links.lww.com/
OPX/A84. In this video, the retinal locus targeted for sensitivity
testing is tracked as the eye moves normally during fixation. The
white cross written onto the video marks the location of stimulus
delivery. The Goldmann I-sized red circle is added during postprocessing to enhance the visualization of the stimulus extent. The
field of view is 2.1° ⫻ 2.1°.
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